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Victim faces long recovery after hit
by Michael Di Cicco
Staff Writer
The victim of a March 28 hit-and-run acci-
dent on College Avenue said he feels no bit-
terness toward his alleged assailant.
Mark St...Peter, a University of Maine senior
and Sigma Phi Epsilon brother, said -1_ have a
lot of feelings that I really can't explain kat cer-
"They (the doctors) keep cleaning his leg out
every other day, " he said: "It's like having an
operation every time they do it. "
Walls said St. Peter's knee injuries "haven't
been touched yet. "
"They can't do anything until the muscles
stop expanding," he said.
St. Peter said, "I know it's going to be a long
process before I can go home: at least four to
Itainly no bitterness."- —six weeks.
The alleged assailant, John Bransfield,. "I don't remember much about the accident,
UMaine diving coach, refused to comment on most of it's a blur. 1 remember walking on the
"I know it's going to be a long process before I can go
home: at least four to six weeks. "
Mark St. Peter
hit-and-run victim
the accident in which St. Peter sustained multi-
ple injuries, including a broken leg, extensive
knee injuries, and internal bleeding.
St. Peter is being treated at Eastern Maine
Medical Center. Officials there would not com-
ment on his condition.
Tol:6 Walls, a Sigma Phi Epsilon brother and
eyewitness to the accident, said he had been told
the extent of St. Peter's injuries.
According to Walls, the musclesin St. Peter's
leg started to expand rapidly glee the car's
impact.
Walls said this has prevented doctors from
putting a cast on the leg.
side of the road, ieeing the car, and then wak-
ing up in the hospital."
St. Peter said Bransfield attempted to call
him after the accident, but hospital officials
wouldn't let the call go through.
Orono Police Detective Chris Reynolds said
Bransfield will appear in Third District Court
on April 13.
He said the case was still under investigation
and refused to comment further.
In a March 29 interview with The Daily
Maine Campus, Forrest Davis, Orono police of-
ficer, said he believed the driver was speeding
at the time of the accident.
Davis also said St. Peter had been drinking
and the sobriety of the driver was being
investigated.
It's a fit.
(Baer photo)
Senior Sue I.uke gets fitted in the UMaine Textbook Annex for the cap and gown she will wear
May 9 at the graduation of the (lass of '87. Senior Week this year lasts from April 20 to the
26 with many class activities scheduled.
Hit-and-run victim Mark St. Peter said he feels no bitterness towards
driver. IBaer photo)
Campus undamaged
by Mark Kellis
Staff Writer
The University of Maine camaro.
pus sustained no damage from the
flooding of the Stillwater River last
week, Brian Page, assistant direc-
tor for operations at Facilities
Management, said.
"The water came up, and then
it went down," Page said, referr-
ing to the flooded steam plant
parking lot.
Page said the parking lot re-
quired no repair after being
flooded.
Nelson Boucher, watch engineer
for the steam plant, said the plant
building was never flooded by the
river.
Boucher added that the steam
plant was never threatened by the
rising waters.
Carroll Lee, vice president for
engineering and operations at
Bangor Hydro-Electric Company,
said UMaine's power supply will be
re-routed to the Veazie power plant
in two or three days.
Half of UMaine lost its power
last Thursday when the Veazie
plant had to shut dawn its
generators because they were
submerged in two feet of water
from the overflowed Penobscot
River.
Power was subsequently re-
routed through the Graham
station.
David Giroux, public relations
coordinator at the Bangor
American Red Cross Center, said
in the state of Maine, 275 homes
were completely destroyed by the
flooding, 660 sustained major
damage, and 1,185 sustained minor
damage.
This is just a preliminary survey,
he said, and figures for the Bangor
area were unavailable.
To aid the flood victims, the Red
Cross has established six family
service centers in Maine and New
Hampshire, and two serve the im-
mediate area.
The first is located at the Air-
port Mall, Union Street in Bangor.
The second is located at the
Dover-Foxcraft Superior Court.
Giroux said the shelters serve as
bases at which flood victims can
be assessed for their needs for
food, clothing, and shelter.
Victims are not housed in these
service shelters, but he said they
will be referred to temporary hous-
ing if needed.
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Greeks hold annual blood drive, largest in region
by Melissa Buxton and 400 Greeks have already signed up for the
Staff Writer driTveBGrureensk coaddemdm.
unity, accounts for the-
The "Greek for Life" blood drive will take largest percentage of donors, while non-Greek
place April 15 as part of Greek Week, students make up approximately one-third of -
The blood drive has become an established the people contributing blood to the drive, she
tradition as a community serviCe project con- said.
ducted by University of Maine fraternities and Rebecca Atwater, recruitment specialist for
soroities. The blood collected will be donated the American Red Cross in Bangor, said that
to the American Red Cross. since the Greek blood drive is such a large
4 In the past, the Greeks 
have organized event, the program is counting on the drive to
numerous blood drives in which hundreds of pull in a lot of blood.
units of blood have been donated. '.!This is the largest single blood drive in the
This year the g'oal is to have at least 350 region and we try to schedule lightly around
units .of blood donated, this drive because we can't handle much more
According to Cassandra Bruns, first vice blood for processing at that time," Atwater
president of the Panhellenic Council, the said.
11111 . governing sorority board, the blood drive is She added that the annual blood drive is a
j„10 the largest single-day Greek event and big event that includes t e coordination and
. I°. everybody can take part in it. effort of a lot of people.
The pints collected Iasi sear will probably be exceeded during this year's 1,10047 'This Year's drive should go better than last "It is a great opportunity for the Greeks to
drive as UMaine fraternities and sororities gear up for Greek Week. year's because there has been more publicity reach out to the UMaine community to say
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they are doing something great for the r
community, " she said.
Atwood said the reason the blood pro-
gram focuses on the Greeks is because
' they represent a distinct population and
- it is easier to get a lot of blood at once
from such population.
She said it is easy for students to
forget that patients all over need blood.
More than 60 percent of the population
will need blood at some point during life.
Bruns said working on the blood dnve
helps to reduce the competition that
usually exists between fraternities and
sororities because everybody is working
together on the same project.
To be eligible to donate, all donors
must be in good health, weigh at least
110 pounds, be 18 years of age or older
rI7 with a signed American Red Cross
parental/guardian consent form), and
have no history of hepatitis.
The blood drive will be set up from
12 to 8 p.m. at the MemorialUnion.
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Department needs computer system to prepare students for jobs 
Engineers raise money for CADD
by Mike Laberge
Staff Writer
Faculty members of the School of
Engineering Technology want to set up
a Computer-Aided Drafting and Design
lab which will include 30
microcomputers.
It will take $200,000 to accomplish
this.
Claude Westfall, profeSsor of
engineering tehnology, said the com-
puter system, known as CADD, enables
engineering students to draft designs
faster and more accurately than by hand.
"Today, what we are thinking of is the
keyboard and the digitizer. It's replacing
the T-square and the triangle," he
said.
Westfall said students who have not
had CADD experience will be at a disad-
vantage when entering the workforce.
"If students have had no CADD ex-
perience, when they go to look for a job,
they will be behind those students who
have had CADD experience," he said.
Norman Viger, associate professor of
general engineering, said CADD
operates on any hard-drive personal
computer.
"In order to work in CADD, you buy
a software package that is put out by a
company," he said.
Viger said the School of Engineering
Technology now has a lab of five
microcomputers and began offering an
introductory course in CADD last fall.
The course has a limit of 16 students.
The new lab, containing 30 machines,
will enable the department to add addi-
tional introductory courses to its cur-
riculum, and offer upper level CADD
courses to all engineering students.
The $,200,000 needed for the project
will be used to acquire an additional 25
machines at a cost of $6,000 each, and
a plotter, which prints drafting designs.
It also will be used to operate and main-
tain the 30-computer lab.
Faculty of the School of Engineering
Technology have been working with the
University of Maine Office of Develop-
ment to raise the necessary funds.
Robert Holmes, interim director of
Development and exective director of the
Alumni Association, said, "Since last
fall, members of the development office
have been working one-en-one with
members of the faculty of the School of
Engineering Technology."
Westfall said the group received
S50,000 from Norman Smith, dean of
the College of Fngineering and Science,
and has raised about $25,000 on its-own.
"I wanted to donate $50,000 to en-
courage people to help the project,"
Smith said.
Vvestfall said the donation was a ma-
jor boost for the project.
Have a heart to heart
with your doctor...
"We have a broad base of support
from the university," he said.
The group also has been seeking fun-
ding for the project from the private sec-
tor, Westfall said.
Holmes said last year the group sat
down and drew up a list of companies
it felt would donate to the project.
"We have a list of corporations that
are highly screened and reviewed for ap-
propriateness and ability to contribute
to he project," he said.
Both Westfall and -Holmes said
businesses have been supPortive of the
project.
"Industries cannot compete 'today
unless they have CADD, " Westfall
said. "The question is 'how soon can we
go to CADD?"
He said the project has received finan-
cial support from businesses throughout
Holmes said the group is seeking
alumni support as well.
"We're looking at broad alumni sup-
port for this," he said. "We want to
offer everyone an opportunity to con-
tribute to this. "
Since the project was approved last
year, Westfall said about five faculty
members have been actively involved in
the fund-raising efforts.
They have been contacting companies
and making personal visits to those com-
panies to secure funding for the project.
Viger said he has visited about six
companies.
He said many faculty members have
been donating much of their spare time.
"You take what time you can find,"
he said.
Holmes said, "We couldn't do this
without the faculty, They are willing to
work extra to get this equipment."
3
Professor Claude Welds!) demonstrates how the CADD system works. Acquiring
CADD, he said, would Ow engineering students the opportunit) to gain experience
using the s)stem before entering the work world. (Baer photo)
Westfall said the idea for the lab
originated last February, when faculty in .
the School of Engineering Technology
sat down and drafted a proposal, which
was then sent to the dean.
After he had approved the proposal,
Smith sent it to the vice president for
Academic Affairs, who then sent it to
UMaine President Dale Lick.
Lick then sent the proposal to the vice
president for External Affairs, who is in
charge of fundraising.
Holmes said the Developmeht office
took it from there, and has been coor-
dinating fundraising efforts.
"We have been going at it with new in-
tensity," he said.
He said he hopes to raise between
$25,000 and $50,000 by the end of June.
"Our objective is to get as much as
possible raised between now and
June," he said.
1-te said he would like see the system
installed by next fall.
IT'S A SALE TOO GOOD
TO WALK AWAY FROM.
-...beebeeemeemeneweadellinnellallmenem---
For just $35, you can buy two pairs of leather shoes from a
collection that's nothing short of extravagant. Upstage, the
women's shoe store that's extravagant, not expensive.
Elf STAGE®
Bangor - Bangor Mall
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Wodd I U.S. News
U.S. says Soviets blame it for AIDS
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Soviet
Union has mounted an unusually broad
disinformation campaign aimed at con-
vincing the world that the AIDS virus
originated in an American military
laboratory, U.S. officials say.
The campaign, which began 17
months ago and shows no signs of stop-
ping, has prompted strong denials and
ipvtcd protests by American officials.
Arthur A. Hartman, who recently
stepped down as the U.S. ambassador to
Moscow, has labeled the stories as
"nothing more than a blatant and repug-
nant attempt to show hatred and fear of
Americans among the Soviet population
and to abuse a medical tragedy affecting
•Za
people all over the world ... for base pro-
paganda purposes."
Such complaints have been met with
Soviet silence, however, leaving the
Defense and State departments to deal
with what they say is a lie that simply
won't go away.
The Soviet allegation is dramatic: the
growing epidemic of AIDS — acquired
immune deficiency syndrome'— that
now plagues the world began with a
biological warfare experiment at the U.S.
Army's Fort Detrick, Md., laboritories.
First published in October 1985 by the
Soviet weekly "Lileraturnaya Gazer',"
the charge was immediately denied by
the U.S. government and dismissed as
Soviet propaganda.
"The Mindy
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Since then, howeser, the Soviets have
embellished the story while citing alleg-
ed scientific experts to lendkeight to the
charges. And according to the Pentagon,
the story has now been reported by the
news media of more than 60 countries,
including the United States, in more than
30 different languages. •
In just the past three months, the
report has spread to Libya, Albania,
West Berlin, Tunisia and Yugoslavia, and
handbills have even' been found cir-
culating in Senegal.
"The technique used has been to plant
the story in friendly newspapers outside
the Soviet Union, and then to quote
those newspapers as authoritative in the
Soviet news organs," said Pentagon
spokesman Fred Hoffman.
"It's obviously a systematic cam-
paign," he continued. "What's really
troublesome is that this stuff tends to be
believed in Third World countries. Quite
simply, these charges are patently un-
true."
AIDS is an infliction that destroys the
body's-immune systemand-its ability to
ward off disease. It is spread through
sexual contact, blood transfusion; and
sharing of intravenous needles by drug
addicts. No cure has been found, and
sonic 19,000 Americans have died of
AIDS since 1979.
Floodwater recedes
by the Associated Press — Rain slow-
ed to a drizzle Tuesday-and small rivers
and streamsin southern Maine receded
as state officials, responding to Maine's
worst flooding on record, prepared to
ask President Reagan to declare the state
a disaster area.
Gm. John R. McKernan, Jr. said the
request for disaster designation — a key.
step toward obtaining federal aid for
Maine flood victims — should be ready
by Wednesday morning.
The American Red Cross said 1,500
Maine homes were damaged by.
flooding, and state officials said about
4,700 workers had been put out of their
jobs — 2,100 indefinitely.
"There's been a fairly substantial
disaster here, so I don't think (the ques-
tion of qualifying for a disaster declara-
tion) is an issue," said Robert Teed,
municipal assistance officer for the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency.
McKernan pledged to to spare local
taxpayers the burden of matching federal
disaster aid funds. He told the legislature
he would propose tapping the state's
Have your course...
and summer too!
"rainy day fund" to cover both state and
local obligations.
Federal and state disaster teams con-
tinued to tour disastei areas Tuesday,
compiling estimates of lost property.
McKernan said estimates were still be-
ing determined, but would eventually
total "tens of millions" of dollars.
Augusta officials said the capital city
sustained losses of $20 million to $25
million, while property losses totaled $9
million in nearby Gardiner and $2.2
million in Hallowell.
In York County, where flooding was
less severe, civil defense director Pete
Lamontagne put toal damage to public
and private property at about $2 million.
The estimates were considered
preliminary.
Three major rivers, swollen in the
aftermath of drenching rains and rapid
snow melt, were rising again Tuesday
afternoon and were all above flood stage
by late afternoon. But civil defense of-
ficials said they did not anticipate
serious problems unless heavy rains
returned unexpectedly.
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Hinckley
• WASHINGTON (AP) — John C.
Hinckley says he wants to live with a
woman who once killed her sleeping
daughter and is now "the biggest in-
fluence in my life," according to the
court papers filed Tuesday.
Hinckley, acquitted by reason of in-
sanity of attempted murder charges
stemming from the 1981 shooting of
President Reagan, recently told a
psychiatrist he hopes to eventually gain
release from St. Elizabeths Hospital in
Washington to live with Leslie DeVeau.
Ms. DeVeau, a onetirpe Washington
socialite, was found guilty by reason of
insanity of charges she murdered her
child in 1282.
She met Hinckley at St.. Elizabeths
and there were published reports in 1985
that the two were engaged to be married.
Ms. DeVeau has since been released
from the government-run mental
in love, wants release
hospital where Hinckley was committed
after his 1982 acquittal.
Hinckley's statements were quoted by
federal prosecutors opposing a hospital
recommendation that Hinckley be allow-
ed to make an unescorted Easter visit to
his family.
Prosecutors quoted from the
psychiatrist's Feb. 12 letter in papers fil-
ed in U.S. District Court.
Dr. Glenn Miller, who examined Hin-
ckley in February, concurs with the
hospital's recommendation. He said
Hinckley's "ultimate wish is to leave the
hospital and (Hinckley) is hopeful the
court would. see fit to place him in her
custody," Miller wrOte.
"In a February 1987 interview with Dr.
Miller, Mr. Hinckley described Ms.
DeVeau as 'the biggest influence in my
life"
Quoting from an appellate court opi-
Financier pleads guilty to
charges of conspiracy, fraud
-CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) —
Bankrupt financier C.H. Butcher, Jr.
agreed Tuesday, part way through his
federal trial, to plead guilty to one count
of conspiracy and five of bankruptcy
fraud.
The pleas stem from bankruptcy fraud
and money laundering indictments for
which Butcher, members of his family
and associates were on trial. Also includ-
ed in the agreement with federal pro-
secutors was an indictment on bank
fraud, for which Butcher was to stand
trial later.
Details of the plea agreement were not
available immediately.
There was no indication of how this
would affect the other defendants. All
those charged, except Butcher's father,
were in court as U.S. District Judge
•Thomas A. Higgins went over the agree-
ment with Butcher.
C.H. Butcher, Jr., who ran the $1.5
billion City & County Bank chain in
Tennessee and Kenhicky before it
crumbled in 1983; his father, C.H. But-
cher, Sr.; his son, C.H. Butcher III; his
wife Shirley K. Butcher; and three
associates faced a 69-count fraud
indictment.
Others charged in the case are Emma
Bailey, a family friend and former bank
employee; Teryl Atchley, girlfriend of the
youngest Butcher; and Gary F. Long, a
business associate and friend.
C.H. Butcher, Jr. was acquitted last
year on fraud charges in the demise of
his Southern industrial Banking Corp.,
a loan and thrift company.
The conspiracy count carries a max-
imum sentence of five years in prison
and a $250,000 fine, while the remain-
ing five counts carry a maximum term
of five years in prison and a $5,000 fine
each.
Maine asked to help topple
apartheid by divesting funds
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — A spokesperson for a black anti-government group
in South Africa urged Maine lawmakers Tuesday to help topple Pretoria's apar-
theid regime by supporting a legislative proposal to withdraw all state funds from
companies that do business with the racially segregated nation.
"The people of South Africa are hopeful that Maine will join the sentiments
of people around the world who have declared in their actions and words that
apartheid is not only evil, it is a crime against humanity," said Victor
Mashbela, head of the African National Congress mission to the United Nations.
Speaking at a legislative luncheon organized by sponsors and supporters of
the Maine divestment bill, Mashbela added that divestment "is a most vital and
peaceful method (by) which the international community and Maine itself can
invlove itself in doing away with apartheid."
Rep. Mary Clark Webster, R-Cape Elizabeth, one of the bill's co-sponsors,
said the gathering was aimed at calling attention to South Africa's problems
and making people recognize "that Maine still has significant amounts invested
in South Africa through the retirement system."
ArArar.arArA
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SUGGESTED COURSES FROM THE
DEPARTMENT OF PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCES
PSS 105 Principles of Sustainable Agriculture
Find out how to biologically improve agricultural soils and reduce
The need to chemically control pests in our food production system.
PSS 110 Horticulture
Learn the principles of growing fruits, vegetables, ornamentals, and
turfgrass. Useful for all future homeowners and for teachers that may
someday be looking for practical experiments in plant science.
No Prerequisites. For information call 2940,
nion in Ms. DeVeau's case, prosecutors
noted that after shooting her daughter
with a shotgun, she tried to kill herself
with her husband's shotgun.
One of her arms was eventually. am-
putated as a result of the self-inflicted
gunshot wound.
Psychiatrists at St. Elizabeths re-
quested March 23 that Hinckley be
allowed "to visit with his family and
friends over the Easter holidays at a a
date, time and place agreed upon by the
hospital."
In the letter, St. Elizabeths said Hin-
ckley had made "steady progress" since
a 1983 suicide attempt. The hospital said
the visit, would be "beneficial and
therapeutic."
"It is the hospital's opinion that Mr.
Hinckley does not pose a danger to
himself or others if granted this limited
privilege." Dr. William G. Prescott,
ft 
the hospital's superintendent wrote.
U.S. District Judge Barrington Parker
has scheduled an April 13 hearing on the
request.
In their 2I-page brief, federal pro-
secutors said the hospital's request "read
literally ... would provide Mr. Hinckley
with a license to travel freely once he
leaves the grounds of the hospital."
Attached was a affadavit from John
R. Simpson, head of the Secret Service,
who called Hinckley "an extremely
serious threat to the safety of the presi-
dent."
Sarah Brady, whose husband James
Brady was paralyzed when he was shot
in the head by Hinckley, also signed an
affadavit opposing Hinckley's release.
Mrs. Brady—noted that Hinckley is
"vigorously defending" a lawsuit her
husband filed against him for damages
resulting- from the March 30, 1981
shooting.
Coast Guard cancels
search for drowned
suhivirine crewmate
KITTERY, Maine (AP) — The Coast Guard has canceled its search for the
remaining submariner swept overboard off the New Hampshire-Maine coast and
there is litt.z hope of finding the Missing sailor, authorities said Tuesday.
The search for Larry V. Thompson, a 37-year-old chief torpedoman's mate
from Orland, Calif., was canceled Monday night, said David Cunningham, a
chief warrant officer at the New Castle, N.H., Coast Guard station.
Rescuers plucked Lt. David Jiminez, 24, from the Atlantic on Monday, but
he died at a hospital in Portsmouth, N.H., about 90 minutes later. The Navy
said Jiminez was a Puerto Rico native who lived at the sub's home base in Groton,
Conn.
The Coast Guard searched waters about two miles offshore for eight hours
after the two sailors were swept off the nuclear-powered Ulysses S. Grant.
The sub had left the Portsmouth Naval shipyard in Kittery for post-overhaul
sea trials. Early reports had indicated that both men were tethered to the deck,
but a shipyard official said that may not have been so.
"I believe one was (tethered). I don't know if the other one was," said
Cmdr. John Hutson, adding that because the sub was still at sea he had no otherinformation.
Maine Masque Theatre Presents
An Evening of One Acts
eliam6er cirusic
by Arthur Kopit
LINE
by lrael Horowitz
E.H. JOE
by Samuel Beckett
Pavilion Theatre
April 9 thru April 11 at 8:00 p.m.
Matinee, April 11 at 2:00 p.m.
General Admission $3.00
Call 581-1755 for information
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Cold water and ferrets
Ever wonder about that mysterious apparition called the landlord? At 6 o'clock in the morningwhen there is ice-cold water spewing from the
showerhead, people begin to wonder who this person is.
For people that have to be at work by 7 a.m., there
really is no way to put off taking a shower. Along with
cold showers goes no heat. People that live on campus
really don't have to worry too much about loss of heat.
The dorms are kept quite warm. Some unfortunate peo-
ple have to sit in the kitchen next to a warm oven to
keep warm. Thank God for gas stoves.
Other times when the weather isn't bitter cold, wrapp-
ing up in thick comforters is an alternative to lighting
the gas stove.
The leases that people sign are another story. Most
landlords state "no pets" in the contract. There is always
someone who doesn't follow. the rules. They buy a pup-
py, a cat, a ferret. .A ferret. They have a wild animal in
their apartment.
No big deal, but ferrets smell really bad. It's sad
when people walk into the hallway and are greeted by
this terrible odor of...animal waste. Not to mention the
fact that ferrets are wild animals and have sharp teeth.
When something breaks it takes a while for it to get
fixed. For instance, someone is washing dishes and the
handle to the hot water faucet breaks off. Call the
landlord. It only takes two or three days for someone to
have it fixed. Not bad. Someone with a little inclination
could have it fixed in ten minutes.
Noise from neighboring apartments can be really bad
sometimes. For instance, the upstairs neighbors decide to
have a cook-out on the deck. They crank the stereo with
all the windows and doors open and decide the rest of
the neighborhood would love to listen to reggae just like
they are. '
Then of course, there are the people that play "sumo
wrestler" in hiking boots. It's not too noisy. As long as
nobody is home at the time. Of course, having students
for neighbors isn't that bad. Some people have married
neighbors that fight all the time. Or elderly neighbors
that don't like any noise at all. One big advantage to liv-
ing off campus is cable television. It's great. MTV and
movies on HBO 24 hours a day. What could be better?
The only thing that can top this would be stereo televi-
sion. Imagine watching Top Gun with all the fighters
flying at you in stereo. Great stuff.
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Heat in Chile
s
,
I'd like to be the first to extend a hear-/
ty congratulations to Mr. Augusto
Pinochet for his fine work in the area of
human rights.
Surprisingly, the Chilean presi:—
dent/dictator has once again managed
to take himself out of the running for
the Nobel Peace Prize, thanks to the re-
cent display of violence by Chilean
police during Pope John Paul II's visit
to the South American country.
Pinochet, who came to power 13 years
ago by virtue of a violent anti-leftist
coup, explained to the pontiff that
Chile's rather sordid reputation was a
result of a foreign campaign of "hate,
lies and the culture of death."
Pinochet than backed up his bright
statement by using tear gas to disperse
crowds anxious to view the Pope.
Things got even better the following
day as John Paul's outdoor "Mass of
Reconciliation" was interrupted when
Chilean police directly in front of him
opened fire with guns, tear gas and water
cannons on anti-government protesters.
At least 20 people were injured, in-
cluding two journalists and a priest.
John Paul appeared shocked, accor-
ding to Associated Press reports.
If the scene surprised the Pope it pro-
bably means that John Paul didn't do his
homework. After alt, Chile is not one of
the most friendly regions of our planet.
Political oppression has long been a
mainstay of Pinochet's regime, with tor-
ture and execution being a couple of the
more pleasant results of the CIA-assisted
overthrow which occurred in 1973.
Free elections haven't been held since
former President Salvador Allende, who
was killed during the coup that brought
Pinochet to power, was elected in the-
early 70s.
All in all, Chile hasn't exactly been a
hotbed of freedom.
John Paul, in a classic understate-
ment, has called Chile a "dictatorial"
country with serious human rights pro-
blems and said that he wanted Chile to
work for "forgiveness and reconciliation,
with the victory of good over evil, peace
over violence."
Unfortunately, much of the latter
won't be accomplished until Pinocheris
removed from power.
His reign mirrors that of Adolf Hitler
half a century ago in that Pinochet has
done whatever is necessary to stay on
top. Pinochet appears to have absolute-
ly no morals, and his policies have
demonstrated that quite clearly.
And it so good to know that our
government played such an integral role,
in his installation.
R. Kevin Dietrich, who hails from San-
ta Cruz, Calif,  also mourns the decline
of Chilean soccer.
Frier
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Response
Friend of Boothby defends his job in government
To the editor:
I have never written to the
paper before, but I think that I
have something important to
say. I have known our Student
Government President, Chris
Boothby for over two years,
since I was a freshman, and I
have seen him work as a Stu-
dent Government Represen-
tative. In my opinion, there is
no one involved in Student
Government here at Maine,
who is as dedicated as Chris.
Chris's genuine contsern for
the students welfare and their
opinions is clearly 'shown
through his attentive attitude
that deals with day to day issues
that are put before him. Chris
has a wide variety of open of-
fice hours, just for the sole pur-
pose of allowing you and me
the opportunity to go and
discuss issues that are important
to us as individuals.
Back when Chris and I were
freshmen, we used to play a
great deal of basketball together
with some other guys in the
dorm. However, once Chris got
involved with Student Govern-
ment, Chris could no longer
participate in a majority of our
intermural games since he had
other obligations all pertaining
to Student Government and
representing us.
Lots of people I think have
the-misguided impression that
Chris's major duty occurs each
Wednesday night during our
Senate meetings. Well I will let
you in on a secret. That infor-
mation is false. I called Chris
the other day at the office, he
was busy in a meeting with a
couple of students, however he
told me that he would hare a
couple of minutes to spare
around 4:15 p.m. that after-
noon. I called him back. We
could only talk for a couple of
minutes because he had another
appointment. During our con-
versation I asked him the usual
stuff, how his semester was go-
ing, what he had done during
the day, you know simple ques-
tions to answer. Chris said his
had started later than usual,
around 8:30 a.m. with a meeting
with President Lick, directly
followed by two classes, then he
had come straight from class to
the office and had spent the en-
tire afternoon meeting with
various students op issues that
concerned them. He expected to
have things wrapped up in a
couple more hours. I couldn't
believe my ears. He wouldn't be
out of the Student Government
office until after 6:00 p.m. that
night. I joked with him and
said, "rough day huh, Chris?"
Viet Nam veteran describes his own war
To the editor:
Those of us who fought in
Vietnam each had varied ex-
periences and our individual in-
terpretations of those ex-
periences lead us to the conclu-
sions we make about the war.
But we tread carefully trying
not to trample on the reality of
our brothers and sisters who
fought with us during the eight
or so years of large-scale
American involvement.
Soldiers returning to the
"world" 13, 15 or 20 years ago
were met with enough hostility
and misunderstanding, no need
to lacerate those old wounds
now covered with scar tissue
and calluses. And that is not my
intention.
However, I do want to
challenge a misleading
generalization reported in the
March 31st Daily Maine Cam-
pus. In that issue LTC Phil
Michaud is quoted: "We did a
lot more construction than
destruction in Vietnam
villages."
This may have been true in
Michaud's area of operation (I
Corps in the vicinity of the
Ashau Valley) where, I unders-
tand, there were no longer any
Vietnamese villages, at least any
inhabited ones.
However, it was not true in
the areas in which I worked for
two years — sections of II, Ill,
and IV Corps Tactical Zones
where I served as an advisor to
Vietnamese infantry soldiers.
There the destruction far
outweighed any civic-action,
medical-assistance "band-aid"
solutions, the type which
Michaud speaks of.
Destruction came not only
from the application of
America's vast firepower, but
also from the social and
political conditions America
imposed on Vietnamese society.
Curious that LTC Michaud
cannot recognize my war and
Is WMEB going to sell out?
To the editor:
I was almost ready to cry
when I read when I read Thurs-
day's article on WMEB's survey,
which stated that they found a
majority of the students they
polled preferred top-40 music. I
certainly hope that this-does not
indicate that WMEB's upcom-
ing format change is going to be
to top-40. We are already
engulfed by so much All-Hit,
All-Plastic Radio all over the
dial that we certainly don't need
yet ANOTHER station that
caters to the Madonna-boppers
and Bon Jovi fans. Gimme a
break!
I believe that if you had taken
a larger survey of the students,
your percentages would have
been quite different. I know a
lot more people who like pro-
gressive and sixties/seventies
music than people who are in-
to top-40. Many people, myself
included, regard WMEB as the
last bastion of good music
around here, especially since the
"Fox" blasted WTOS out of the
air in most of the five-county
area.
Please, WMEB, don't sell out
on us. We don't need any' more
top-40 garbage contaminating
the airwaves.
JaneA Kelley
Dunn Hall
Baby M was contractual obligation
To the editor:
Susan J. Plourde's editorial
on the Baby M case and her
comment that "sex descrunina-
tion again rears its ugly head"
implies that thiscourt decision
can be ,dubbed so. To say that
the Baby M decision is sex
descriminat ion i5 to
demonstrate a certain degree of
ignorance of the law.
The Baby M case was not a
legal question of sperm, nor of
cenception, nor of motherhood.
It was a case of simple contract
law. The judge's opinion was
not based on philosophical
values of conception or sur-
rogate motherhood. The opi-
nion was based on certain legal
principles of contract law, such
as offer, acceptance, considera-
tion and capacity. The contract
between the Sterns and
Whitehead was a legal and en-
forceable contract. Nothing
more about it than that.
Plourde made a confusing
statement about the legal claims
of a sperm donor. She states
correctly that the donor has no
legal claim to his progeny,
because the contract he signs
waives his rights to such claims.
Plourde then asks why women
shouldn't have to abide by the
same contractual obligations. In
the, Baby M case, women do
have to abide by the same
obligations. Whitehead signed a
contract in which she received
money to have another couple's
child, but she forfeited her,
rights to claim that child
through the contract. I see no
sex descrimination here. Both
men and women have forfeited
their rights as a matter of con-
tract; pure and simple.
If I have mistakenly read your
editorial, then perhaps you
could write a follow-up editorial
in which you state your ideas
with more clarity.
Gregory J. Schwartz
Old Town
that our conclusions about the
war are so divergent. In "Pla-
toon" Oliver Stone makes a
point of articulating the notion
that we Americans were really
fighting against ourselves, a
divided protagonist, divided
leaders, divided platoon and
divided country. And we're still
divided. Years have passed, but
the issues remain.
I would also like to caution
LTC Michaud from belittling
the experiences and perceptions
of others as he seems to do with
Oliver Stone when he says, "He
(Oliver Stone) no longer has
nightmares, but its amazing
what a few dollars will do."
his reply was "No, just another
school day."
To be perfectly honest, I do
not know what makes him want
to keep his position as our
President of Student Govern-
ment, if I had been in his shoes
I would have chucked it long
ago. Chris says that the main
thing that keeps him going is
that he knows that he helps the
majority of the people that
walk into his office.
I just thought that maybe
some other students would like
to kncw more about what our
Student Government President
does each day. Thanks for your
hard work, Chris. It really is
appreciated.
Ronald J. Boutin
208 Somerset
I think this is insulting to
Stone, a combat infantryman in
Vietnam, and to the other
soldiers who have worked
through the problems which
began when they witnessed the
destruction of a society and the
death of ideals.
You've walked more than a
mile in our shoes, Phil, try to
see our perspective.
Robert E. Whelan
LTC, USA, retired
Trip to end apartheid
To the editor
The people of Central
America and South Africa are
being driven into increasing
desperation. Our government
continues to cooperate with the
South Africa apartheid govern-
ment. Pretoria has no intention
of altering its foundation of
racism. In Central America, our
Washington leadership has
transformed Honduras into a
gigantic U.S. military base. At
the same time, it funds and even
directs violence that terrorizes
the people of El Salvador,
Guatemala and Nicaragua. We
have reached a time when the
people of the United States
must take a role in redirecting
our nation's immoral policies.
Would you like to encourage
our government to adopt a
morally responsible foreign
policy in Central America?
Would you like to show your
opposition to apartheid? Add
your voice to thousands of
-Others on April 25 in
Washington at the Mobilization
for Justice and Peace in Central
America and Southern Africa.
Two buses will be leaving the
Bangor area on Friday evening
April 24 and returning on Sun-
day April 26. The round-trip
fare is $65 per person.
This can be an historic event
if we ourselves make it happen.
We want to fill every seat on
those buses! If you would like
to go, but don't have the time,
please consider making a dona-
tion so that someone else may
go. For more information, con-
tact the Maine Peace Action
Committee, or call Julie For-
restel at PICA (Peace in Central
America) 947-4203.
Rosemary Jagoe
Old Town
When writing
For those not overcome bv apaihir and wishing to write
a letter IO the editor or at commentarv. Moine Campo.
welcomes them. lAriters should be 31/0 word. or Ir.,
commentaries, about -550. Name, adder., and phone
number ITI1.11 he included. ,%nonvmtrio letters are
sreepte41. hut names will be withheld from
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to edit trIllerN and commentaries for
lengtb, taste, and libel.
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Salvage crew raises sunken ferry
ZEEBRUGGE, Belgium (AP) — Salsage teams used the disaster. The 7,951-ton Herald of Free Enterprise
floatiAg cranes and giant barges to right a capsized heeled over on its port side in about 30 feet of water
British ferry Tuesday and navy divers went inside the off this North Sea port soon after leaving Zeebrugge
hull to search for the bodies of an estimated 134 people harbor for Dover. England, with 543 people aboard,
trapped inside. Authorities say 348 people survived but concede that
Officials said divers reported seeing as many as many their count may be wrong.
as 50 bodies in the upper decks after the ship was pull- Up to 100 salvors worked earlier Tuesday in intermit-
ed upright in a nine-hour operation. tent on rain on calm seas as the orange, white, and green
Paul Ellis of Townsend-Thoreson, the ferry's owner, very slowly emerged from the cold and Murky sea. At
said the divers would work through the night to bring the outset the ship lay turned 100 degrees onto its port
out bodies spotted on the upper decks, where most side.
passengers were travelling when the ferry capsized Match The righting operation began in the morning under
6. overcast skies. Two giant, flat-bottom barges and three
Sixty-pne bodies were recovered in the first days after floating crane, towered over the ferry and began pull.
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Ing and hoisting the Townsend-Thoresen Co. ship onto
its keel by gradually raising tension on hundreds of yards
of cables attached to the ship in recent weeks.
For hour after hour, the ferry, held steady by 10 an-
chors. was slowly rolled onto its keel. A firefighting ship
and other salvage crafts stood by.
The two pulling barges winched themselves toward 16
pilings driven into the seabed, dragging cables that had
been attached to the ferry's starboard side. Three cranes
on the other side gave extra lift. The smallest of the three
was withdrawn halfway through the operation after of-
ficials said they were past the maneuver's critical phase.
With the half-submerged ferry back on its keel. British
and Belgian navy divers could enter the hull.
Red Cross workers veterans of
.• „
aiding victims of natural disaster
2-1,LICiUSTA, Maine (AP) — Mainers
who lost homes and possessions won't
soon forget the devastating floods of
1987. But Red Cross workers assisting in
the aftermath will remember the event
as DR 450, the latest in an unending
string of natural disasters.
The Red Cross relief operation entered
a new stage Tuesday as staff members'
and volunteers opened seven service
centers across the state to funnel direct
aid to victims of Maine's worst floods in
kast a half century.
The effort is directed from the
Augusta Armory, where Red Cross per-
sonnel compile damage figures„ line up
-supplies, arrange meals for the needy
and process the inevitable paperwork.
The task was a familiar one to the
relief workers, most of them veterans to
floods, hurricanes and tornadoes
throughout the nation. Arriving from as
PETTY'S PIZZA
FRESH DOUGH (<"\
SAUCE
FROM AN OLD
FAMILY RECIPE
CHEESE
10014 REAL
WHOLE MILK
MOZZARELLA
CALZONES.
ALL YOUR
FAVORITES
• PIZZA WHOLESOME
WITH A DIFFERENCE VALUE
154 PARK ST.
866-5505
OPEN 4-11 SUN-THUR 4-12 FRI & SAT
FOR PICK UP OR FAST DELIVERY
IN THE GREATER ORONO/OLD T6WN AREA
EmWatch for Petty's Spring Specialsma
This week's special
10" Pepperoni Pizza -- $3.50
(price includes delivery to campus)
Monday -- Thursday
far away as Florida, North Carolina. In-
diana and Kentucky, they plan to remain
in Maine. for the next three weeks or
longer.
Many of the workers knew each other
from past relief efforts and needed no
introductions. "You become very close
because you spend more holidays
together than with your own family."
said Jeanne Ann Crutchfield. a Red
Cross reservist who had come all the way
from St. Petersburg, Fla.
"I've spent Christmas, New Year's. the
Fourth of July'...." she said, before los-
ing count.
For accounting purposes, the Maine
operation was given the code number
DR 450, DR being the abbreviation for
disaster relief. To Red Cross veterans, the
number becomes the chief means of
identification, and participants refer
back to operations like DR 400 or DR
350 the way old soldiers recall past
military campaigns.
"Even to those of us who have nothing
to do with accounting, it gives identity
to the job," said Ms. Crutchfield.
"Even if you've lost everything you own,
you're much better off than if you've lost
a family member."
Other portions of the chart — the col-
umns listing property damage — told a
more depressing story. Nearly 1,700
single-family dwellings, mobile homes
and apartment units damaged are
destroyed.
The director of the relief operation.
Michael Carroll of Alexandria, Va., said
the Red Cross' objective is to ensure that
all of the people whose homes were
damaged are provided with basic
necessities such as food, clothing,
shelter, and medical supplies.
Eating in the dining commons
is a great deal:
- We do the shopping
- We coOk the food
- We do the dishes
- We keep your appetite satisfied
and we save you time!
Living in residence halls
is a great deal:
Safe, secure environment
Clean facilities
Community involvement
Opportunity to make friends
A caring, concerned staff
Save on transportation
And enjoy a valuable
group living experience!
Room sign-up starts April 6
Present residents: See your R.A. or R.D.
Future residents: Contact the Residential Lite Office,
Estabrooke, 581-4584
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McKernan asks for more
funding of schools as
some in House balk
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Key legislators gave mixed reviews to Gov. John
R. McKernan Jr!s legislative address Tuesday, and one of his fellow Republicans
' acknowledged that promising more money for the public schools is easier than
putting it on the table.
"It will be difficult"to cover the $6.3 million request, said Rep. Linwood M.
Higgins of Scarborough, a former House Republican leader who is currently
a member of the Appropriations Committee.
"There really isn't a lot of money to go arouncr agreed Rep. Donald V. Carter,
D-Winslow, the House chairman of Appropriations. "It's going to be real tight:'
McKernan acknowledged in an interview Ttiesday that the source of the re-.
quested money had not been identified, but he said hi expected it could be off-
set by cost-cutting in other departments and windfall' tax collections.
"It will be a test of the new commissioners to identify that sizeable amount
of money," said Higgins, adding that the committee's ongoing budget reviews
shows the current-services budget is already "extremely tight."
The governor's speech received praise from his own party and qualified sup-
port from at least some of the Democrats who control both houses.
"It is amazing that this comprehensive panage could be presented by anyone
who has only been the state's chief executive for less than 100 days," said
House Minority Leader Thomas W Murphy Jr., R-Kennebunk, hailing the in-
itiatives as "timely and responsible."
"I think he covered everything that he had (promised) in his campaign."
said Higgins. Afthough much of the legislation has yet to 'be drafted, "I think
(administration officials) have a good concept of what they're trying to ac-
complish."
"Nat bad for a Republican Governor," said House Speaker John L. Mar-
tin, D-Eagle Lake, though he cited McKernan's proposals on the acquisition of
new public lands and new restrictions on waterfront development as examples
of "proposals that Democrats have pushed for years."
The reaction from the Taxation Committee was more critical.
"He certainly wasn't the speaker Joe Brennan was," grumbled Sen. R.
Donald Twitchell, D-Norway, Senate chair of the panel.
Twitchell's co-chair, Rep. John A. Cashman, D-Old Town, accused the gover-
nor of "trying to steal" credit for legislation that has already been introduced,
citing plans to revamp the telecommunications tax and to return to state tax-
payers the extra money they would pay because of federal tax reform.
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) — Spring's
coming early in Vermont for the second
year in a row, raising the prospect of bit-
ter times for the state's maple sugar
producers.
"We're a little over half of last year,
and that was a bad year," Wilson
Clark, president of the Vermont Maple
Sugar Producers' Association, said
Monday.
Vermont, the nation's leading maple
sugar producer, last year put out about
354,000 gallons of maple syrup, against
an annual average of 500,000 gallons.
This year the state will be lucky to pro-
duce 300,000 gallons,- Clark and other
producers said.
Clark, who started sugaring on his
family's Pawlet farm at age 12 in 1944,
said 1987 may rank second only to 1945
among the worst years he's ever seen.
He said 1945 "was considered the
disaster of the century," that 1987
"probably will be close to that. "
"We're, fast approaching the (end of
the season)," he added.
"We'll probably be done in one or two
more days."
With the prime syrup-producing states
of Vermont, New York, New Hampshire
and the province of Quebec all reporting
an off year for-sugaring, prices are ex-
pected to take a sharp jump for the se-
cond year in a row.
Maple syrup industry
expecting bad year
Harry Morse of the Morse Farm in
Montpelier said he feared another price
increase on top of last year's jump of 30
to 50 percent might cut down on con-
sumers' willingness to pay.
The price for a gallon of maple syrup
might climb as high as $60 this year,
morse said, adding, "I'm not even sell-
ing gallons this year. It's just too much
to ask." He said Monday he was sell-
ing half gallon containers for $26.
Clark too, said he was worried about
asking too much. "It could be bad for
the industry," he said.
The decline in production is due to the
absence of several weather factors need-
ed to produce a good flow of sap, sugar-
makers said.
Ideal conditions bring freezing
temperatures for eight hours or more
during the night, with warmer
temperatures during the day. This causes
the sap to congeal in the tree overnight
and then run like a spring flood in the
morning thaw.
The sap is boiled down, into syrup
with about-35 to 40 gallons of the tree's
juices "sugaring down" to one gallon of
the pancake lover's nectar.
When buds appear on the tree, the
syrup loses its sweet flavor and the
sugaring season is over.
Death is forever.
Heart disease
doesn't have to be.
THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSCTIATION
MEMORIAL PRCERAM.
ZEZEZIESI
-
SENIOR WEEK 1987 April 20 - 26
MONDAY April 20
TUESDAY April 21
WEDNESDAY April 22
THURSDAY Aitil 23
FRIDAY April 24
SATURDAY April 25
SUNDAY April 26
Senior Week Kickoff: FIREWORKS at 8:45 p.m.!! Meet at the football
grandstand for a spectacular show. Followed by a PUBNIGHT in the Damn
Yankee from 9:15 p.m. to midnight, featuring Just The Facts. Admission
$1.00. Cash bar.
Faculty Wine & Cheese Reception in the Maine Center for the Arts, 3:30 to
6:30. All seniors and faculty are encouraged to attend. Free admission.
Return to Hutchins Concert Hall at 8:00 p.m. to see the New England New
Vaudeville Review. This is a travelling company known throughout the coun-
try. We hope you'll all attend - we guarantee it will be fantastic!!
Maine Da) - We encourage seniors to participate in the day's festivities.
Pub Crawling!! Beginning at 7:00 p.m. at Yianni's. The bus will run con-
tinuously on a route from Yianni's to Pat's & Margarita's, to the 'Noka back
to Yianni's. Each establishment will offer drink specials to seniors! Please
plan to take the bus - it's free!!
Stay tuned for more information about the bus schedule.
Senior Formal!!!! at the Bangor Civic Center - Buffet dinner at 7:00 p.m.
followed by entertainment by the Karen Nason Band until 1:00 a.m. Price
only $15 per person. Transportation provided.
Stay tuned for more info, on bus schedule and dinner details
Free day -- Enjoy Bumstock!!
First Annual Senior Week Road Race! A 5k race around the campus. Prizes
and T-shirts and lots of fun. Beginning at 1:00 p.m. at Rangeley Road at
Hilltop. No entry fee! Free T-shirt to the first 50 entrants. Prizes & trophies
to top finishers and participants
We encourage all seniors to participate in the many events during Senior
Week. Please help us make this week a huge success!!
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Reagan says
embassy may
be torn down
if bugged
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan said Tuesday he might order the
new, unfinished $191 million U.S. Em-
bassy in Moscow torn down if it cannot
ie secured against Soviet eavesdropping.
'but that Americans would not be "run
but of town" by spies.
Reagan also said that Soviet diplomats
-will not be allowed into their new office
. tower on a Washington hilltop until the
Americans occupy the new U.S. facility
in Moscow
Speaking to reporters in ro, v% nite
House, the president said that Secretary
of State George P. Shultz would go to
Moscow for arms control talks schedul-
ed to start Monday, despite the belief
that the Soviets had planted listening
devices in the embassy — and in the
replacement under construction next
door.
The president said he was asking in-
telligence advisory boards to "evaluate
the condition of our new building and
ascertain whether it will ever be secure
or whether it may be necessary to destroy
and rebuild it. "
"I've instructed the secretary- ot state
to make embassy security a major ageti-
da item during his upcoming talks in
Moscow. And I have asked former
Defense Secretary Mel Laird to chair an
assessment review panel." he said.
The intelligence review, and one by the
Laird panel, are due in 90 days. Reagan
said.
1.0 ••••4•••••• • .••••••••••••••1•••IM•Ml•••• ••••
More students ineligible for GSL
(CPS) — As many as four of every 10
students who have Guaranteed Student
Loans may not be able to get a GSL for
next year, financial aid experts now are
saying. 
—
More than half the "independent"
students — those who are financially on
their own — will lose all or part of their
GSLs for 1987-88, adds Dr. Jerry. Davis
of the Pennsylvania Higher Education
Assistance Agency (PHEAA), which in
early March reassured the impact on
students of new aid rules going into ef-
fect this year.
The impact, in fact, seems to be much
more dramatic than educators predicted
last October, when thenew rules emerg-
ed in the Higher Education Act oF1986.
"I don't think anyone expected the
new needs analysis to be as harsh as it
is," explains Richard Rosser, president
of the National Association of Indepen-
dent Colleges and Universities.
Davis, among others, now thinks new
student aid "needs tests" — which for
the first time make GSLs less available
to students from families with annual in-
comes under 1.30,000 — are "much too
stringent" and that needy students might
have to live "in the back of Chevys" in
order to afford school.
The average GSL borrower will lose
$1,200 to $1,300 next school year, Davis
says. "It's hard for students to come up
with an extra hundred dollars a
month."
Students themselves only now are get-
ting the bad news.
"This is really going to hit people
when they apply for aid this fall," says
Barbara McNamara, aid director at Mer-
cy College in Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.
• M. 011•411• •••• IM•1•1••••••••11001•114.411..M. •
CLASS OF "87"
SENIOR FORMAL
The Kirqn Nason Band
Frith* April, '24
7 p.m:- to 1- ea?.
Bangor Civic Center
Buses Provided
Buffet Menai
Chicken Florentine
Lobster, Scallop, and Cratitneat Au Gratin
Charcoal-Broiled London Broil with Mushroom Sauce
Rice Pilaf
Potato Salad
Green Beans Amandine
Venetian Fruit
Assorted Pastries
$15 per person
Tickets on sale in the Union until April 20th!
••••••••••••M•1111.•• •••••1 1•M1•1••M,M041100.1111.•.M•M.
The changes r le students
to leave college.
"A drop in enrollment has been talk-
ed about," reports Sue O'Flaherty, aid
director at California Polytechnic State
University. "I'm really hopeful (the new
rules) won't reduce our population."
The new rules — which went into ef-
fect in October, but which most students
will be confronting for the first time in
March and April, when they apply for
aid for next year — already have driven
some students off campuses.
There "were a few (students) last
semester who had to withdraw," says
Sally Lambert, aid director at Concord
College in Athens, WN'. "Some students,
because they need the money, weren't
able to stay• in school."
However, the U.S. Dept. of Education.
which admnisters the GSL program,
minimizes the impact on students.
"There-will be a negligible drop in aid
available to really needy students,"
predicts spokesperson Victoria Tripp.
"What (the changes) will do is eliminate
'convenience' borrowers who don't real-
ly need the money."
But Others steit difFererillY
At Mercy College, McNamara says
"we won't know the size of the problem
until fall, but a lot of people are going
to lose out."
So far, about 30 percent of the Mercy
students who'd been getting aid "are now
not eligible for it. "
Students at less expensive colleges,
ironically, will suffer the most because
their eligibilty for GSLs is based, in part,
on their school's tuition, PHEAAs John
Ebersol predicts.
Two students from families with iden-
tical characteristics, including incomes,
can qualify for different amounts of aid
under the new rules.
"The student attending a 510,000-a-
year school might qualify for aid, while
the student attending a $1,000-a-year
school might be told 'you don't have a
need, " Ebersol says.
But it would be unwise for students to
enroll in an expensive school just to
qualify for aid, says the Association of
State Universities and Land Grant Col-
leges' Gerald Roschwalb.
AL.
F web. rd
SPRING
GifES
THE CREDIT
YOU DESERVE
Once again, were proud to offer
the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan GMAC wants to
help us give you the credit you
deserve, and the keys to a new
Pontiac
Foe this special GMAC financ-
ing. all you need is your diploma.
proof of a lob a low down
payment, the ability to meet'
"A $7,000 to $8,000 difference (in tui-
tion) is not going to be helped by an ex•
tra thousand dollars (in financial
aid)," he points out.
Roschwalb asserts students at in-
dependent, private colleges "are more
vulnerable."
Rosser, of the National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities,.
agrees, saying the tests will force private
colleges to charge more, since "they
don't get state government help to make
up for federal cuts."
The worst problem with the new rules,
Rosser says, is that the government now
counts-assets like homes and farms in
determining how much aid a student
needs.
But families are rarely anxious to sell
such assets to help pay for college, and
even families with a lot of assets may not
have high enough incomes to pay for col-
lege without borrowing.
"We're asking farm families to sell
their livelihood," Rosser says. The
stricter rules have "hit those students
whose families have acquired equity in
a house or farm, but still have a very low
income."
"They can't get very much for a farm
if they try to sell it anyway," he says.
Farmer's son Sean lckhoff, who will
be a sophomore this fall at Kansas State,
says his parents' income was about
$27,000 last year.
lckhoff hopes he'll qualify for GSL
money, especially since "it doesn't look
like I'll get a Pell grant."
Cal Poly's O'Flaherty notes that, to
compensate, more parents are applying
for federal PLUS loans—Parents' Loans
for Undergraduate Students—and
CLASS loans—California Loans to
Assist Students—although both require
borrowers to start repaying the loans 60
days after getting them.
Rosser adds "we are now talking to
members of Congress" about changing
the needs tests rules.
And Concord's Lambert believes
students "who want to go to school bad
enough" are still going to manage it.
"There are other grants and loans they
can apply for."
"But (the new regulations) have made
it a little more difficult for students to
get an education," she says.
3.9 A.P.R
chase price or a 90-day deferral
on your payments as a gradua-
tion present from GMAC
After all. graduating from col-
lege is no small achievement
Were proud to offer you one ofmonthly payments and no your first rewards GMAC isderogatory credit references an Equal Credit OpportunityYou II get $400 off the our- Company
A r MUM'S YOU'RE "NO. 1" !DECAYS, YOU'VE MADE US "NO. 1"
KELI rv 699 BROADWAY, BANGOR
945 94a
-937.730B
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Men's tennis team begins
season with strong squad
by Kevin Sjoberg
Staff Writer
Depth is the strength of this season's
University of Maine men's tennis squad,
with 10 players just finishing competi-
tion for the top six spots.
The team will begin its spring schedule
with action against Colby College today
in Waterville. The match will be held
indoors.
Thursday, the Black Bears are
scheduled to host the University of
Southern Maine,
The team is paced by junior Jeff
Courtney. Courtney is the team's No. 1
player and has been since his freshman
year.
"Jeff has a very mature attitude and
understands the game very well,"
Coach Brud Folger said.
"He is a legitimate No. 1 college
player. "
Folger added that Courtney uses the
whole court as well as any player in re-
cent Maine history.
The other five spots are held by Tim
Ryan, John McPhail, Mark Walsh, Todd
Cloutier, and Jim Cotton, though the
order has not been finalized ;.-0(1., The five
won their spots by way of challenge mat-
ches which finished up Monday.
Sophomore Ryan was in the team's
top six during the fall season, and accor-
ding to Folger is improving every day.
McPhail, a junior transfer from Ar-
cadia University in Nova Scotia, plays
serve-and-volley well and possesses an
auitude that should keep him in the top
six all season long.
Sophomore Walsh and freshman
Cloutier both were active during the fall
season and should be solid contributors
in the spring.
Cotton is the lone senior in the top six
and is the team captain. Folger regards
Cotton as Mr. Consistency, one who
plays a conservative game and uses the
percentage shot that makes his opponent
earn every point.
Other players W ho will be vying for
spots as the season progresses are senior
Darren Galgano, junior Stu Ross,
sophomore Sean McCarthy, a,nd
freshman Brad Ward.
"I'm optimistic about the season,"
Folger said. "Our depth throughout the
ladder should give us a strong spring
season."
Folger said Colby and Bowdoin, along
with Maine, should be the top con-
tenders for the state championship.
71.
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_ CUES LECTURE &RIES
A BOARD OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
presents
ROBERT
HASTINGS
"UFOs - The Hidden Story"
Thursday, April 9, 1987
101 Neville Hall
8 p.m.
FREE TO THE PUBLIC
Pods
Baseball Talk Kevin Sjoberg
The 1987 major league baseball
season began Monday, therefore it is on-
ly fitting I offer a few notes on what to
expect this year.
*For starters, look for the Boston Red
Sox to finish no higher than .500 in this
year's campaign. They have too many
question marks to repeat last season's
superb performance.
Besides, using Bob (why is he still in
the big leagues?) Stanley as the opening
day starter should tell you something
about this year's version of the team.
*Expect the St. Louis Cardinals and
the Philadelphia PhillieS to give the
defending champion New York Mets all
they can handle in the N.L. East pennant
race.
The Mets are as strong, if not stronger
than they were in '86, but the addition
of All-Star catchers Tony Pena and
Lance Parrish to the Cardinals' and
Phillies' rosters make both teams
legitimate rs.
*Don't 
-. if the Los Angeles
Dodgers ret contender-form this
season. Laugh all:you want, but their pit-
ching staff will be strong once again,
with Fernando Valenzuela maintaining
his usual form and Orel Hershiser ex-
pected to bounce back after an off-year
in '86.
The addition of former Mariners'
reliever Matt Young and the return of
star outfielder Pedro Guerrero will im-
prove the squad tremendously.
*Cleveland's Joe Carter, Cincinnati's
Eric Davis, and Minnesota's Kirby
Puckett have been labeled the game's
"next true superstars, " but look for
Texas outfielder Oddibe McDowell and
Chicago Cubs shortstop Shawon
Dunston to enter those same ranks after
spectacular seasons' this year.
*Watch for New York Yankees' first
baseman Don Mattingly, arguably
baseball's finest hitter, to keep his bat-
ting average close to .400 all season long.
He'll be the A.L. MVP, while Houston's
Kevin Bass will garner top honors in the
senior circuit.
The surprise players of 1987 —
Chicago White Sox outfielder Gary
Redus (he'll shine in the American
League), and Mariano Duncan (it's time
for him to show how good he really is).
The flops — New York Mets' catcher
Gary Carter and Toronto Blue Jays' out-
fielder George Bell.
*Who will win their divisions? —
A.L. East — New York Yankees
(Cleveland is another year away); A.L.
West — Texas Rangers (all seven teams
are horrible, but Texas is the best of
baseball's weakest league); N.L. East —
St. Louis Cardinals (the Phils will stay
close, the Mets will stray after a respec-
table start); and the N.L. West — the
Dodgers (Fernando, Hershiser, and
Welch will each win 20)
*And come October, look for another
Yankees-Dodgers clash, with Lasorda's
boys coming out on top in this one.
Kevin Sjoberg is a junior journalism
major from Caribou, who is consider-
ing going on a hunger strike until the
Red Sox give Bill Buckner his uncondi-
tional release.
It's not too late!
Live and eat on campus
convenient - comfortable - close
Just steps away from the library
Close to the gym
 Wide selection of food
Nutrition, diet assistance
salad bar, deli line
fresh baked bread & rolls
hamburgers, hot dogs
deserts, fruit
We do the shopping & the dishes
Room sign-up starts April 6
Present residents: see your R.A. or R.D.
Future residents: contact the Residential
Life Office, Estabrooke Hall
581-4584
ISIDE\TIAL LIFE
INIVERSITY OF MAINE
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"TRACERS"
Wednesday, April 8,8:00 p.m.
Learn about the war from
those who fought in it...
Public Stage/LA presents _
a stunning dramatic performance by the
Vietnam Veterans'
Ensemble Theatre Company
"Shattering, overwhelming and unforgettable.
A Landmine of a play that blows complacency
to shreds."-Newsweek
For Tickets & Information 581-1755
General Admission: $12-15
Student-Sr. Cit: $6-9
Box Office open 8:30-430 weekdays
& 1-112 hours before curtain time.
3 Mastercard/checks/cash accepted.
University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469
TRACERS 2-FOR-I STUDENT SPECIAL!
I NAME -
I ADDRESS -
I 1T) $t• 
..•••••••--a•Mla. 
-•111•1,42•—.•1•1•116- ....M•4,--..www_.ama.As. 41,44/sessate•ses.....•••-l.
Resolutions Coming Before General Student Senate
April 8, 1987 TONIGHT!
* An act to establish a representative, accountable, and democratic
University process to research, examine and engage in free and informed
debate on student interests, needs, financial burdens, and the quality of
education.
* An act to establish an Ad Hoc Committee of students, administrators,
and faculty to evaluate the performance of the University of Maine con-
duct officer and the Residential Life staff in the dormitories.
General Student Senate 1986-1987
. Awdrouroggin Hascock
Tanta Chadbourne 4918 Tim Pease 4,-9
Ellen Couperthwaite 4917 • I seat open •
Abraded, Hesmibal Handis/Offik/Colvie
Wendy Gulliver 4524 ' • 1 Seat open •
Illuiestiou'Estabrooke Hart
Tamara Oasts 4621 Brad Grant 472o
•
Corbett Keaseber
John Gallant 438 • I seat open •
Comobertmad
Matthew. Thomas 4931
Bets!, Norcross 4936
Duna
Siesen Bennett 4-4'
Gasmen
Eric Ewing
• 1 seat open •
Knox
Barbie Remo
Gars Bresnehan 4817
Oxford
Bill Kenneth 4814
Rorrs Duffner 4414
Pesobseot
Phil Turnuel
Somerset Off Campus Smear.
Terrence McGregor 4426 Tom Diebold 866-5661
Mark Tuson 4826 Tom Thibourg 942-7719
Joe Baidacci
Julianna Reddish 827-6154
John Alternitan
Stesc Moore 866-3879
Ed I ocheiti 466-4583
Ciarrs Higgins
Theresa Joyce 866-3625
Mark Kimner
Donald Landa 8662173
Stese Vachon 866-2429
Sally Paul,
Jessica Loos 866-2196
Chris Moorehead 866-3550
Tanta Merette 866-3960
Alison Wiles
Ted Sutton 866-4625
Matthew, Kenney 866-794,
John O'Dea 827-4800
John Millen 866-3510
Jeffrey. Forget
• I seat open •
Stolfrieut hadhourne
• I seat open •
York
Karen Montell 4515
Mark Lisingston 4515
lark Village
Faith Corson
fraternities
Patrick Sweeney 411.
Michael D'Angelo 4162
Graduate
Mark Hagelin
• 1 seats open •
Concerns? Come to senate TONIGHT! 100 Nutting Hall, 6:00 p.m.
-••••••-
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